DataTrak™ Control
Provides Accurate Cycle Count for Reactor® E-10 and E-10hp Sprayers
Monitor cycles and volumes easily

DataTrak lets you monitor cycles and volumes on one, easy to read screen. With a lifetime cycle count and resettable cycle counter – you now have the information to know how much material was sprayed for one application or a series of applications.

Accessory that can be added at any time!

- Automatically converts cycles to volume of material sprayed
- Volume can easily be shown in ounces, gallons or liters
- Compatible with all Reactor E-10 and E-10hp Sprayers
- Easy installation, 30 minutes or less
- Chemical resistant
- Runs on one 9V battery for low maintenance

Ordering Information

25M269  DataTrak Kit for E-10 and E-10hp

Contact us today!

Call 866-361-5959 to talk with a Graco representative, or visit www.graco.com for more information.